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Abstract

Software Product Line Engineering (SPL) is a development approach that implements a family
of systems instead of a single system. Some of the benefits of SPL approach are: reduction of
time-to-market, reduction of maintenance effort, improvement of cost estimation and indirectly
enhancement of products quality [45]

Managing commonality and variability across the product line is the main concept of SPL
engineering. From design to implementation, all artifacts, including requirements artifacts,
produced on domain level need the ability of representing variability. Many researchers have
been proposing different techniques to model requirements variability for SPL. Some examples
of these techniques are PLUC [5], VML4RE [2] and MSVCM [10]. On the other hand, there
has not been yet to much effort on mapping all these techniques and comparing their main
characteristics.

The present work aims to:

• Present a literature review that identifies and compares different requirement variability
management techniques. This work will be done following the Systematic Review and
EBSE approaches proposed by [34, 18];

• Give some guidelines of how to conduct systematic reviews and evaluate the process of
executing this process;

Our results concluded that the research field of requirements approaches for SPL is still
poor of methods and metrics for evaluating and comparing different techniques. With few
exceptions, there has not been effort on producing papers that experimented and analyzed these
techniques using more formal methods.

Keywords: Software Product Line Engineering, Requirements Variability, Systematic Re-
views
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Software Product Line Engineering (SPL) is a development approach that implements a family
of systems instead of a single system. Some of the benefits of SPL approach are: reduction of
time-to-market, reduction of maintenance effort, improvement of cost estimation and indirectly
enhancement of products quality [45].

Systems from the same family have many features in common but with some variations
from one system to another. The engineering paradigm of SPL is divided in two levels: the
domain level and the application level. The domain level engineering is where SPL common-
ality and variability is defined and implemented, is the platform that generates all the products
from the same line. The application level is where each product derived from the product line
is generated by the reuse of the domain artifacts.

Managing commonality and variability across the product line is the main concept of SPL
engineering. From design to implementation, all artifacts, including requirements artifacts,
produced on domain level need the ability of representing variability. Feature models are a
visual representation of common and variable features of a SPL. According to Kang [31], fea-
ture models could be used to represent requirements of the product lines. Figure 1.1 show an
example of feature models. At this figure we can see that feature models can describe which
features are mandatory, optional or alternative.

Figure 1.1 Feature Model. Figure extracted from [31].

Since features can embrace a set of functional and non-functional requirements, it is hard to
map from feature models to a product’s requirements artifact. According to Bühne [7] feature
models are not sufficient to model system’s requirements.

In order to fill this gap, many researchers have been proposing different techniques to
model requirements variability for SPL. Some examples of these techniques are PLUC [5],
VML4RE [2] and MSVCM [10]. On the other hand, there has not been yet to much effort
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2 CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

on mapping all these techniques and comparing their main characteristics. This work has the
objective to investigate what are the existent techniques to model requirements variability for
SPL and learn about the the status of existent evaluation methods for analyzing and comparing
them.

The methodology that guides our investigation and analysis of requirements variability
management approaches is the systematic review’s method, the main tool of the evidence-
based software engineering (EBSE) proposed by Kitchenham [34]. Next section discusses this
work objectives.

1.1 Work Objectives

The present work aims to:

• Present a literature review that identifies and compares different requirement variability
management techniques. This work will be done following the Systematic Review and
EBSE approaches proposed by [34, 18];

• Give some guidelines of how to conduct systematic reviews and evaluate the process of
executing this process;

The rest of this document is structured as follows: Chapter 2 describes evidence-based
software engineering and systematic review’s process. The approach the we used to execute
the systematic review in this work is described on Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the result
achieved by the systematic review’s execution and, finally, Chapter 5 concludes this works and
suggests future works.



CHAPTER 2

Systematic Reviews

Evidence-based practice has its origins in medical research from the early 90’s and it was best
defined by Sacket as a means to improve patients healthcare by integrating the best evidence
from empirical studies together with internal practical experience [47]. Medicine was the first
discipline to embrace Evidence-based practice to extract and analyze common guidelines from
multiple published studies, synthesize the best practices and apply them on a specific environ-
ment.

To put together and analyze the best evidence from empirical researches, evidence-based
practitioners have developed a rigorous method called Systematic Review (SR). Systematic
Review is a method that collects, analyze and extract the state-of-the-art from literature. Sys-
tematic Reviews can be used to achieve answers to a research question, to obtain the state-of-
the-art before starting a new project or simply to learn good practices and keep up with the new
evidences on a specific area.

Medicine’s successful adoption of evidence-based practice has prompted many other dis-
ciplines to adapt this approach to their specific needs. Thats why, in 2004, Kitchenham [34]
proposed the idea of a Evidence-based Software Engineering (EBSE) that aims to enhance
services provided by software engineering by gathering empirical research evidences.

The main difference between a regular survey and a systematic review is the definition of
the review protocol. The review protocol anticipates how each phase of the systematic review
will be executed. More refined protocols tend to provide more reliable evidence and that is
exactly the goal of EBSE. Chapter 3 will describe what are the phases of the review protocol
and how the protocol was defined and executed on this work.

Since 2004, Systematic Reviews begin to be used by software engineering researchers and
practitioners to collect the best studies available from a certain domain, analyze them using
rigorous methods and extract data that summarizes best evidences acquired in that area [18].

2.1 Some Examples of Systematic Reviews

Since the proposal of EBSE, there’s has been a good number of published surveys using sys-
tematic reviews method coming from different Software Engineering subareas, some examples
that we’ll discuss next are [17, 19, 13].

In 2007, Dias Neto [17] published a systematic review of Model-based Testing Approaches
(MBT) for software development aiming to “provide a range of options towards the selection
of an MBT approach to a test practitioner for a given project”. During his work it was possible
to analyze characteristics considered important to test engineering researchers like efficiency
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4 CHAPTER 2 SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS

and coverage of model-based approaches and how much effort is done in order to implement
these techniques on real software projects.

In 2008, Dyba [19] published a systematic review of agile software development methods.
This work analyzed 36 published papers about agile methods and the synthesis of its findings
led to a discussion about what is currently known about agile methods, their benefits and limi-
tations and how strong were the evidences discussed.

In 2009, Chen [13] conducted a systematic review with the aim to “review the status of
evaluation of Variability Management (VM) approaches in Software Product Line Engineering
(SPLE)”. Chen’s work objective is similar to our systematic review objectives since both of
them discuss variability management approaches for software product line engineering. But
Chen’s work embraces all kinds of techniques to manage variability and our work focus only
on requirements techniques for SPL. After analyzing 97 papers, Chen concluded that “only a
small portion of the identified approaches were evaluated using rigorous scientific methods”
and that scientific evaluation methods for VM approaches were still precarious.

As we can see, systematic reviews can be applied to diverse study types and in this work
we aim to conduct the execution of a systematic review process, making some observations and
evaluating the process as a whole. Chapter 3 will describe the approach followed on this work
to execute the systematic review.



CHAPTER 3

An Approach for Conducting a Systematic Review

The traditional process of conducting Systematic Reviews, originally proposed by Kitchen-
ham [34] is like a cascade model typically divided in three phases:planning, conducting and
reporting the review. Figure 3.1 shows a flow chart describing the whole process.

At the planning phase the need for the research is identified, that is, the problem that led to
the execution of the systematic review is documented together with the definition of the research
questions that will guide the objectives of the Systematic Review. After defining the research
questions, the protocol is defined. The review protocol describes in advance the methodology
that will be used during the execution phase. After that all protocol phases are defined, the
systematic review can be executed and its results can be reported.

Figure 3.1 Traditional Systematic Review process as a cascade model.

Unlike the traditional cascade model, Dyba[18] recommended to execute pilot parts of the
review during the planning phase. Following this recommendation, and improving it, we have
decided to use an iterative model to run our systematic review. This way, after defining each
step of the protocol, we could execute it and perform a validation. For example, after defining
the search strategy, we performed the search and analyzed its results, if we found that the
results were not comprehensive enough, we could go back to the planning and change the
search criteria. The decision of changing the traditional model to an iterative one was really
useful since we could anticipate many problems and correct them right away. Figure 3.2 shows
the process that guided our work.

Next sections describe each phase of the review’s protocol and how each of them was con-
ducted in our work.

5



6 CHAPTER 3 AN APPROACH FOR CONDUCTING A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

Figure 3.2 Systematic Review Process and an Iterative Model.

3.1 Identification of the need for a review

The identification of the need for a review is the beginning of systematic review’s process. Here
the objectives of the review are defined and the research questions are formulated. As it was
discussed on Chapter 1, many approaches to model requirements for software product lines
have been proposed but yet there has not been a comprehensive analysis of them.

Proposed techniques use completely different notations and tools to model different types
of requirements. The main objective of this systematic review is to draw a map of existent
approaches to manage requirements variability on software product lines. This map will help
to learn more about the existent techniques, their main characteristics and how these methods
are being proposed.

Considering the main objective described above, 4 research questions where formulated.
These questions will serve as guidelines to the next phases of the review.

1. What are the Requirements Variability Management Techniques available?

2. Where do these techniques come from? In what context are they being used?

3. What are their main characteristics?

4. How is this type of research being conducted? What methods are being used to experi-
ment, analyze and compare the techniques?
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3.2 Definition of the Search Strategy

The first phase of the review protocol is the development of the search strategy that defines
keywords, main search terms and a list of bibliographic databases that will be used during the
search phase. According to Dyba [18], the definition of the search strategy is the moment to
strike a balance between precision and comprehensiveness to the results that the specific review
needs to reach. In this work we have targeted comprehensiveness since we wanted to reach as
many techniques as possible.

After executing the search strategy some times and analyzing its results, some keywords
like Model Driven and Metamodel were added to increase the comprehensiveness of our search.
The final list of search terms is the following:

• Variability AND Management;

• Requirements AND Variability;

• Requirements AND (Software Product Lines OR Product Lines);

• Requirements AND (Product Family OR Software Product Family).

• Models And Software PL

• Managing Requirements Variability

• Model Driven

• Product Line Requirements

• Modelling Requirements

• Metamodel

To perform the research, the following electronic databases were chosen:

• Periodicos CAPES

• ACM Digital Library

• Citeseer

• IEEE Xplore

• ScienceDirect

• Google Scholar
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Figure 3.3 Graphical user interface of the Publish or Perish tool.

In addition, a software called Publish or Perish was very useful at this phase of research.
Publish or Perish [27] it’s a free software that was designed for retrieving information about
academic citations using Google Scholar as its data source. Publish and Perish software was
used as a means to “check” if all relevant articles related to the search were retrieved by the
defined search criteria.

Publish or Perish was also used to retrieve the number of citations of each paper. Figure 3.3
shows a picture of Publish or Perish main interface which provides great filters to get the exact
information needed.

After exploring the databases using the search terms combined in different ways, a total of
102 papers were retrieved. At this phase there was no selection criteria since we wanted to get
as many papers as possible. The next phase of the review defines some criteria by which the
paper will get included or not into the research.

3.3 Selection of Primary Studies

Now that the search strategy is complete, the next step of the review is the selection of primary
studies. After executing the search strategy there is a need to analyze all the publications
retrieved and choose the ones that match with the review’s objectives. Inclusion and exclusion
criteria must be defined in order to select the most adequate publications for the review.

At this phase the abstract of all retrieved papers were analyzed and the ones we have in-
cluded matched with at least one of the following criteria:

• Proposed a new approach to manage requirements variability;

• Described empirical data on requirements variability management techniques;

• Proposed an extension to an already existent approach;

• Made experiments using one, two or more techniques;
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• Compared one, two or more techniques;

The excluded studies were the ones that:

• Discussed variability management techniques concerning other aspects of software prod-
uct lines approach, like feature models, code variation points, tests, architectures, etc;

• Articles that discussed SPL requirements as feature models;

• Articles that were too short (2 or 3 pages).

After analyzing the abstract of all 102 papers, a total of 40 studies were filled our inclusion
criteria and were selected to the review’s next phase.

3.4 Quality Assessment

After selecting the primary studies using the inclusion and exclusion criteria you need to know
more about the selected studies. More specifically, there is the need to investigate certain
aspects of the publication in order to analyze its quality. In order to assess the quality of the
studies, we first classified them into the following categories:

• Category [A]: A study that proposed a new requirements variability technique;

• Category [B]: A literature survey or a study that discussed an experiment/case study using
a single technique or comparing two or more techniques.

Works that proposed a new technique but also described a literature survey, case study or
a comparison between techiques Figure 3.4 shows the results after dividing the 40 studies in
both categories. Therefore, most works (35) proposed a new technique and only 5 papers were
surveys/case study of already existent approaches.

Figure 3.4 Graphic showing A versus B papers.

To analyze the studies from category [A] the following questions were defined:
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• QA1. Did the study propose a totally new technique or just modified/extended an already
existent one?

• QA2. How did the author(s) justify the need for the new technique? Did he make a
literature review point some limitations?

• QA3. Did the author(s) analyze the new technique after introducing it? If yes, how was it
done? Was there a comparison with QA4.other already existent approaches? Were there
metrics?

To analyze category [B] the following question was defined:

• QB1. How many techniques were mentioned?

• QB2. Did the study reached the state-of-the-art?

• QB3. What method the article used to analyze the technique(s)?

• QB4. Were there metrics to compare the techniques? Which ones?

Using the questions described above, a quality assessment table was defined and, in order
to extract the required information, each paper was analyzed by hand without any tool support.
With almost all studies, reading the abstract and the introduction was sufficient to learn the
method that guided the author(s) during their research. Quality assessment phase do not exclude
papers from the review. The results of quality assessment phase will be shown and discussed
on next Chapter.

3.5 Data Extraction

During this stage, data needs to be collected from the selected studies. The research questions
will guide the task of defining what characteristics to extract from the selected papers. In this
work data was manually extracted from each paper according to the following extraction forms.

Papers characteristics, applied to all categories of articles:

• Authors;

• Institution(s) that published the paper;

• Nationality (institution’s nationalities);

• Year of publication;

• How many times it was cited;

• In what context it was used? (Academy, industry, government).

Techniques characteristics, applied only to category (A):
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• Method’s name;

• Brief Method Description

• Type of requirement that can be modeled (functional, not-functional, both);

• How requirements are being represented? (UML diagrams, Goals, scenarios description,
activity diagram, etc);

• What element is used to model variation point (stereotypes, tags, aspects, etc);

• What notation is being used? (Graphical, textual);

• Is there a support tool? In case it does, is it free or paid?

• Variation mechanism (annotation-based or composition-based [32]);

Additional to (B) category:

• What are the paper’s objective?

• Publication context (academy, industry, etc).

Next subsections discuss the meaning of some items present on the extraction form. The
results from data extraction phase will be compiled and discussed next chapter.

3.5.1 Variation Mechanism

The item "Variation mechanism" from the extraction form was defined by Kästner at [32] where
he discusses that there are mainly two ways to model variability on software product lines:
using annotations or compositions. Annotation-based techniques model variabilities introduc-
ing implicit or explicit annotations on the requirements description. For example, if the the
annotation-based approach models requirements using UML use case diagrams, some marks
like some especial tags or stereotypes would be introduced on the diagram to indicate variabil-
ity.

An example of an annotation-based technique is Model Template [15]. Model Template
uses UML activity diagrams as the representation form of requirements. To model variability,
Model Templates uses two annotation elements: presence conditions and meta-expressions.
Presence conditions indicate the presence or absence of optional features, it works as a con-
figuration knowledge to generate a product line member’s requirements. Meta-expressions are
used as annotations directly on the activity diagram to compute optional attributes on the ac-
tivity diagram control flow. Figure 3.5 shows an example of an activity diagram modeled with
model template technique. At this figure we can see the list of presence conditions and tags
located between brackets that indicates which feature that branch belongs to.

Composition-based techniques, on the other hand, implements features and other variations
as distinct modules and so, to generate a product line member’s requirements artifact, there
must be a composition of these modules. An example of a composition-based technique is
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Figure 3.5 Model template: an example of an annotation-based technique. Figure extracted from [15].

DECIMAL [44]. DECIMAL is an automated tool used for product lines’ requirements speci-
fication. Requirements descriptions along with some rules and attributes are defined and saved
in the system as separated modules and, to generate the requirements of a member from the
product family, DECIMAL tool composes the requirements artifacts and automatically checks
for requirements consistency, that is, if the presence or absence of a feature breaks any rule
defined for that product line. Figure 3.6 shows a picture of DECIMAL interface used to insert
an attribute that varies according to the features chosen to compose the new product.

Figure 3.6 Decimal: an example of an composition-based technique. Figure extracted from [44].

3.5.2 Sources of Variation

At first it was our intention to extract each technique’s supported sources of variation [3].
According to Bachmann there are 5 possible sources of variation in a software product line.
Variation points can come from a function, a data structure, the control flow or behavior of
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the system, quality goals and the environment chosen to host the system. For example, some
techniques may support function variability but may not support quality goals variability.

Extracting the supported sources of variation from retrieved techniques would help us to
learn more about the technique’s capabilities and limitations. But retrieving this information
required a significant effort since almost none of the authors has analyzed their techniques
using such notation and to discover it we would have to apply case studies and analyze the
techniques’ behavior to each source of variation. On chapter 5 we’ll leave this task as a future
work.

3.6 Data Analysis

In this work we have opted for a quantitative analysis. All data extracted from quality as-
sessment tables and data extraction forms will be compiled and synthesized on different tables
and graphics that will help to answer the research questions proposed at the beginning of the
Systematic Review. Chapter 4 shows the results achieved by data analysis phase.





CHAPTER 4

Results

This chapter discusses the 4 research questions proposed at the beginning of the systematic
review and answer each one of them using the data retrieved from the 40 selected papers.

4.1 What are the Requirements Variability Management Techniques
available?

Our search strategy was able to retrieve 35 papers that proposed new techniques or at least
extended or improved an already existent one. Some papers that were written by the same
authors sometimes talk about the same technique with some improvements. Table 4.1 shows
the papers’ titles and the index given to each one of them. Since not all of the techniques
retrieved by our search had a name, from now on we’ll be using this index to refer to them.

The remaining 5 papers retrieved by our search described literature surveys or experiments
that compared two or more techniques. These papers were useful to find out what methods are
being used to analyze and compare different approaches that model requirements variability.
Papers from [B] category will be discussed on Section 4.4

4.2 Where do these techniques come from? In what context are they
being used?

Crossing the information extracted from both categories papers, we have compiled a list of
countries and institutions involved with requirements variability management research. Ta-
ble 4.2 shows this list. Observing the list we can notice that not only universities were involved
with this research field but also some multinational enterprizes like Nokia and Siemens, and
some government institutions like Ministry of Work and Social Affairs of Spain.

To learn how influent a country was in this knowledge domain figure 4.1 describes a graphic
showing the number of papers that each country was involved with. We can see that Germany
is the most relevant country on the domain of requirements variability management since it was
involved with 7 papers, while Brazil, Canada and USA gets the second place, participating in
6 of the 40 papers retrieved.

15
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Table 4.1 Papers retrieved and classified as category [A]
Index Title
1[A] Aspectual Support for Specifying Requirements in Software Product Lines [49]
2[A] Concept Analysis for Product Line Requirements [43]
3[A] Configuring Features with Stakeholder Goals [53]
4[A] From Stakeholder Goals to Product Features: Towards a Role-Based Variability Framework with Decision Boundary [8]
5[A] Modeling Software Product Lines with AoURN [41]
6[A] Non-Functional Requirements Analysis Modeling for Software Product Lines [42]
7[A] Requirements Variability Models: Meta-model based Transformations [36]
8[A] Security Requirements Variability for Software Product Lines [39]
9[A] Use Case Description of Requirements for Product Lines [4]
10[A] Modeling Variability by UML Use Case Diagrams [51]
11[A] Tailoring Use Cases for Product Line Modeling [52]
12[A] Modelling Behaviors in Product Lines [54]
13[A] DECIMAL: A Requirements Engineering Tool for Product Families [44]
14[A] Marrying Features and Use Cases for Product Line Requirements Modeling of Embedded Systems [38]
15[A] Visual Variability Analysis for Goal Models [25]
16[A] Using Goal-Models to Analyze Variability [26]
17[A] A Domain Analysis Method for Software Product Lines Based on Scenarios, Goals and Features [33]
18[A] An Approach to Developing Domain Requirements as a Core Asset Based on Commonality and Variability Analysis in a Product Line [40]
19[A] Extended Kaos to Support Variability for Goal Oriented Requirements Reuse [22]
20[A] Mapping Features to Models: A Template Approach Based on Superimposed Variants [15]
21[A] A Variability Management Process for Software Product Lines [16]
22[A] Product-Line Requirements Specification (PRS): an Approach and Case Study [23]
23[A] A Model-Driven Approach for Software Product Lines Requirements Engineering [37]
24[A] A Metamodel for Aspectual Requirements Modelling and Composition [2]
25[A] Tracing between Features and Use Cases: A Model-Driven Approach [1]
26[A] Modelling Requirements Variability across Product Lines [12]
27[A] Modeling Scenario Variability as Crosscutting Mechanisms [10]
28[A] Requirements Engineering for Product Families [35]
29[A] Generic Variability Management and Its Application to Product Line Modelling [48]
30[A] Model Composition in Product Lines and Feature Interaction Detection Using Critical Pair Analysis [29]
31[A] Managing requirements specifications for product lines: An approach and industry case study [20]
32[A] Requirements Modelling and Design Notations for Software Product Lines [11]
33[A] Use Case-based Testing of Product Lines [5]
34[A] Multiple-View Meta-Modeling of Software Product Lines [24]
35[A] Product Line Modeling with Generic Use Cases [30]

Table 4.2 Countries and institutions involved with requirements variability modeling research
Country Institutions
Belgium Facultés Universitaires Notre-Dame de la Paix, University of Namur
Brazil PUC-Rio, Universidade Estadual de Maringá, Universidade de São Paulo, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco,

Universidade de Pernambuco
Canada University of Toronto, University of Ottawa, University of Waterloo
Corea Sogang University, Pusan National University
Denmark IT University of Copenhagen
Finland Nokia Research Center, Helsinki University of Technology
France IRISA, Université Paris Est, Université Paris Descartes
Germany RWTH Aachen University, Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering, siemens, University of Duisburg,

pure-systems GmbH, Software.Process.Management, SynSpace, Technical University of Munich, Continental,
Automotive Systems Division, Hewlett-Packard, Harman/Becker Automotive Systems GmbH, Fraunhofer IESE,
Technical University of Berlin, arvato direct services GmbH

Italy Università di Firenze, Area della Ricerca di Pisa
Portugal Universidade Nova de Lisboa
Spain Valladolid University, Ministry of Work and Social Affairs, University of Castilla La-Mancha
Sweden BAE Systems Hägglunds
United Kingdom The Open University, Lancaster University, The Queen’s University of Belfast
USA University of Nebraska, George Mason University, Iowa State University, University of Oregon, Texas Tech University
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Figure 4.1 Graphic showing how many papers each country was involved with.

4.3 What are their main characteristics?

The extraction form presented on data extraction section of chapter 3 describes a set of relevant
characteristics to learn about the retrieved techniques. This characteristics are:

• Type of requirement that can be modeled (functional, not functional, both);

• How requirements are being represented? (UML diagrams, Goals, scenarios description,
activity diagram, etc);

• What element is used to model variation point (stereotypes, crosscutting concerns, etc)

• What notation is being used? (Graphical, textual);

• Is there a support tool? In case it does, is it free or paid?

• Variation mechanism (annotation-based or composition-based [32]);

These characteristics were extracted by hand, without any tool support, from each of the 35
papers. Table 4.3 describe the techniques’ characteristics

Figure 4.2 shows the proportion between techniques that support only functional require-
ments, non-functional requirements and both. The techniques that support both functional and
non-functional requirements are mostly based on i-star (i*), NFR [14] and requirements de-
scriptions. 6[A] and 8[A] techniques manage exclusively non-functional requirements, 8[A]
deals only with security requirements. Graphic shown on Figure 4.3 shows the proportion be-
tween techniques that model requirements using graphical, textual or both notations. Figure 4.4
show composition-based techniques versus annotation-based techniques. In general
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Table 4.3 Requirements modeling techniques for software product lines
Index Requirements Representation Model Elements of variation Notation Support tool Variation Mechanism
1[A] Both Scenario descriptions crosscutting concerns Textual Prototype Composition
2[A] Both Scenario descriptions crosscutting concerns Textual No Composition
3[A] Both i* goal model maps i* to feature models Graphical Yes Composition
4[A] Both i* goal model maps i* to feature models Graphical No Annotation
5[A] Both URN crosscutting concerns Graphical No Annotation
6[A] Non-Functional Use cases description extended PLUS approach Textual No Annotation
7[A] Both goal model extended goal model Graphical No Annotation
8[A] Non-Functional uml class diagram meta-model Graphical No Annotation
9[A] Functional Use cases description extends use cases description Textual No Annotation
10[A] Functional uml use case diagram extends use cases diagrams Graphical No Annotation
11[A] Functional Use cases description extends use cases Both No Annotation
12[A] Functional uml class diagram HMSC Graphical No Annotation
13[A] Functional req. Description automated tool Textual Yes Composition
14[A] Functional Use cases description extends use cases description Both No Annotation
15[A] Both goal model meta-model Graphical Yes Annotation
16[A] Both goal model meta-model Graphical No Annotation
17[A] Both goal and scenario descr. meta-model Both No Annotation
18[A] Functional uml use case diagram meta-model Graphical Yes Annotation
19[A] Both Kaos meta-model Graphical No Annotation
20[A] Functional uml activity diagrams meta-model Graphical Yes Annotation
21[A] Functional uml use case diagram meta-model Graphical No Annotation
22[A] Both req. Description meta-model Textual No Composition
23[A] Functional uml diagrams automated tool Graphical Yes Composition
24[A] Functional uml diagrams Domain Specific Language Graphical Prototype Composition
25[A] Functional use cases meta-model Both Prototype Composition
26[A] Both Scenario descriptions meta-model Textual Yes Composition
27[A] Functional Scenario descriptions crosscutting concerns Textual No Composition
28[A] Both req. Description meta-model Graphical Yes Annotation
29[A] Both generic specification decision model Both No Composition
30[A] Functional uml activity diagrams meta-model Graphical Yes Composition
31[A] Functional Scenario descriptions annotations Textual Yes Annotation
32[A] Functional extended feature model meta-model Graphical Yes Annotation
33[A] Functional Scenario descriptions annotations Textual No Annotation
34[A] Functional uml use case diagram extends use case diagrams Graphical Prototype Annotation
35[A] Functional uml and textual use cases annotations Both No Annotation

Figure 4.2 Graphic showing what type of requirements can be supported by the retrieved techniques.
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Figure 4.3 Graphic showing the proportion between the notations used by the retrieved techniques.

Figure 4.4 Graphic showing the proportion between composition-based and annotation-based tech-
niques.
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4.4 How is this type of research being conducted?

4.4.1 Category [A] Quality Assessment

The quality assessment tables defined on Chapter 3 had the intention to analyze two main
aspects from the retrieved techniques: what motivation did the authors give to their technique
and how the technique was presented and analyzed on the paper. Next subsections will be
discussing the results of these aspects.

4.4.1.1 Motivation Analysis

We chose to assess the motivation description from papers classified as category [A] so that
we could learn about the quality and rigor that the research field of requirements models to
software product lines has achieved. After going through all papers from category [A] we
could classify the motivation description of each paper into one of the following classes:

A. The author(s) did not justify the need for the new technique being proposed. The paper
goes straight to the technique’s description without a motivation;

B. The author(s) made brief and informal comments on the introduction section about the
problems that he had faced on the already existent techniques and assumed that the new
technique would correct the described limitations;

C. The author(s) made a literature survey on related works to raise existing problems and
justify the need for the new technique;

D. The author(s) justified the need for the new technique with motivating examples that pointed
out some limitations of new techniques.

Graphic 4.5 shows the results obtained by the motivation’s description assessment. We can
see that 20 of 35 papers didn’t present, using more formal methods, the reasons that led to the
design of a new technique. As a matter of fact, 4 of these 20 papers didn’t present at all a
motivation before introducing the new technique. Only 12 papers made some kind of litera-
ture survey on related works in order to find gaps and limitations that would be overcome by
the new technique proposed. In addition, 3 papers justified the need for a new technique dis-
cussing some motivational examples to point out some limitations existent on already proposed
techniques.

We also learned that analyzing the papers’ motivation description could help us to learn
more about what problems and limitations are most frequently pointed by the authors as a
motivation to the design of a new technique. Getting to know these problems would give us
a general idea of the most important obstacles to overcome when designing new requirements
modeling approaches for software product lines. Since this questioning was not on the scope
of our research questions we chose to leave this task as a future work.
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Figure 4.5 Motivation description assessment.

4.4.1.2 Methods’ Analysis

The second aspect assessed by the quality assessment phase was what methods did the re-
searchers use to analyze the proposed techniques. After assessing all 35 papers the analysis
methods could be classified in one of the following classes:

A. The author(s) presented some examples during the approach’s description but there was no
further analysis;

B. The author(s) presented a case study using the proposed technique to analyze its results
pointing benefits and limitations;

C. The author(s) presented a case study using the proposed technique and other existent tech-
niques to make a comparison between them;

Graphic 4.6 shows the results obtained by the methods assessment. The retrieved results shows
that 20 papers used some examples while describing the approach, but did not use any method
to analyze the proposed technique after describing it. Other 13 papers used a case study as a
method for analyzing benefits and limitations and only 2 retrieved papers made a case study
using 2 or more techniques. The same papers that compared their proposed techniques with
others ( 27[A] and 31[A] ) were the only ones that used metrics to compare the results between
techniques, all the other papers made textual analysis.

4.4.2 Category [B] Quality Assessment

At the beginning of quality assessment phase, the 40 selected papers were divided into [A]
and [B] categories. A paper was classified as [B] category if it was a literature survey or an
experiment with requirements modeling approaches for software product lines. Only 5 papers
were classified as [B] category. This section will briefly present each one of them. Table 4.4
shows papers’ title and their respective indexes.

4.4.2.1 Analysis of paper 1[B]

Paper 1[B] is a literature survey that compares existent types of notation to model require-
ments to software product lines. The first part of the discussion classifies the techniques to
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Figure 4.6 Methods’ analysis.

Table 4.4 Papers retrieved and classified as category [B]
Index Title
1[B] Modelling variability requirements in Software Product Lines: a comparative survey [50]
2[B] Using Requirements Management Tools in Software Product Line Engineering: The State of the Practice [6]
3[B] On the Benefits of Scenario Variability as Crosscutting [9]
4[B] Separating Variability Concerns in a Product Line Re-Engineering Project [28]
5[B] Modelling Variation in Quality Attributes [21]

their specific notation, then, using some examples, there’s a comparison between graphical and
textual-based techniques pointing some general characteristics, their benefits and limitations.
The final parts describes a case study and its results made with all cited techniques. There was
no metrics to analyze the results, all the analysis was textual.

4.4.2.2 Analysis of paper 2[B]

The objective of paper 2[B] is to propose a set of requirements to requirements variability
management tools’ development. To achieve this goal the paper first describes a literature
survey made with the intent to find an study that already described such benchmark. Since the
survey was not successful, the authors collected a set of industrial scenarios and modeled them
using some of the existent tools for requirements’ variability management for software product
lines.

After a analysis of tools’ features and limitations they described a set of functional require-
ments to developing tools for requirements’ variability management.

4.4.2.3 Analysis of paper 3[B]

The objective of paper 3[B] is to create a discussion about the benefits around the use of cross-
cutting concerns to model requirements variability. First the paper describes the technique that
was already proposed by the same author on 27[A] paper. After presenting a case study made
with 3 different techniques, the paper describes a framework of metrics suited to compare dif-
ferent requirements variability techniques. After comparing the different techniques using the
proposed metrics’ framework, the authors arrives to some conclusions about the benefits of
crosscutting concerns.
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4.4.2.4 Analysis of paper 4[B]

The objective of paper 4[B] is to present the process followed by the authors to elicit the vari-
ability of PloneMeeting, an example of software product line, and report on the results obtained
when applying variability modeling techniques promoting separation of concerns between soft-
ware variability and product line variability.

To achieve both goals described above, the researchers first describes the the variability
modeling approach adopted to the case study. Then there’s a description of PloneMeeting, the
example of product family chose to run the case study. Then the paper delineates the research
context of the case study, and states the research question. After describing the environment
where the experiment took place, the experiment itself is presented followed by some textual
analysis. There was no metrics collection.

4.4.2.5 Analysis of paper 5[B]

The objective of paper 5[B] is to present a survey of existing approaches for specifying variation
of quality requirements. First there is a discussion about the importance of quality requirements
for software product lines, then the paper describes the techniques chosen to run the case study.
The case study is described and analyzed just by narrative discussion without and a framework
for comparing quality attributes modeling techniques for software product lines is proposed.

4.5 Conclusions

All research questions could be answered using the information retrieved from the 40 selected
papers. This section will discuss some conclusions about the retrieved techniques and about
the quality and rigor present on the methods used to propose new techniques.

At the total 14 countries were involved until now with the research and proposal of require-
ments models for SPL. From these 14 countries, Germany is the most relevant one followed
by Brazil, Canada and USA. We can see that there is a good number of new approaches being
proposed and there are great differences among them.

Some techniques use more traditional models from requirements engineering like UML
diagrams, requirements textual descriptions or scenarios description, others use newer models
like i-star, NFR, KAOS and URN. The type of model used to represent requirements for SPL
is an important factor to take into account before adopting one technique. A company that is
already used to model requirements using scenario descriptions for example, feels much more
comfortable choosing a technique that uses the same type of representation.

Some approaches support only functional requirements modeling. These techniques are
mostly based on strictly functional requirements models like UML activity and use case dia-
grams. On the other hand, those that support both functional and non-functional requirements
are based mostly on i-star and NFR. There are 2 techniques that focus exclusively in non-
functional requirements, 6[A] and 8[A]. 6[A] works for any type of non-functional requirement
and 8[A] support exclusively security requirements.

One alarming information is that from 35 new techniques only 11 presents tool support.
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Perhaps some of the 24 other techniques are still working on tool support or maybe has already
proposed a tool for supporting their technique. Either way the lack of a tool is another important
factor to analyze before adopting a new approach, especially for product families with bigger
systems with extensive requirements artifacts.

As for the quality and rigor present on the research methods used to propose and compare
new techniques we can see that this research field has not achieved yet a high level of matu-
rity. The efforts on this research field are mostly concentrated on proposing new techniques
instead of analyzing and comparing already existent ones. From the 40 selected papers, 35 pro-
posed new techniques and only 5 proposed a study or survey to analyze and compare existing
approaches.

We can also notice that the majority of the papers retrieved did not present a formal liter-
ature survey or examples to motivate the need for a new technique. Another negative finding
is that after describing the proposed technique, most papers don’t present a case study, a com-
parison between techniques or any other type of evaluation method to justify why the proposed
technique should be adopted.

From 40 selected papers only 3 collected metrics after running case studies to compare the
techniques. As far as we can see, frameworks describing methods and metrics for comparing
requirements models for SPL have not been yet formally proposed, will present this task as a
future work on Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 5

Conclusions and Future Work

Our work was based on two main objectives:

• To run a systematic review of existent requirements management approaches for SPL,
learn their main characteristics and get to know what methods and metrics researchers
have been using until now to propose, evaluate and compare them;

• Study, execute and evaluate the process of conducting systematic reviews.

Next sections will discuss some final remarks and propose future works for both goals described
above.

5.1 Requirements Variability Models for Software Product Lines

The systematic review was able to conclude that many new techniques for solving the problem
of representing requirements for domain and application level of software product lines are
being proposed. These techniques use the most varied types of notation to describe functional
and non-functional requirements. The diversity among techniques is important because makes
it easier for a company to adopt the technique that fits best to its development process. On the
other hand, it serves nothing to have so many different techniques if they won’t provide a good
tools support.

Our results concluded that the research field of requirements approaches for SPL is still
poor of methods and metrics for evaluating and comparing different techniques. With few
exceptions, there has not been effort on producing papers that experimented and analyzed these
techniques using more formal methods. Because of that, one suggestion of future works that
we suggest is the proposal of a framework of methods and metrics that would serve to analyze
and compare different techniques.

Since our research did not target to find and discuss individual technique’s benefits and
limitations, a suggestion for future work that we thought of was a survey, possibly using the
systematic review process, to search for the limitations described by the literature of this area,
to learn what are the main issues found on the different types of requirements techniques for
SPL.

Another possible path to learn more about techniques benefits and limitations is an exper-
iment of running comprehensive case studies (with product lines that embraced many types
of sources of variation) with different approaches looking the search of supported sources of
variation.

25
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5.2 Systematic Review

Systematic review’s process has proven to be a very powerful tool to to extract essential infor-
mation from the literature and analyze this information according to a previously chose method.
The presence of the review protocol makes the survey more reliable and less biased. More re-
fined protocols tend to provide more reliable the results and that is exactly the main goal of
evidence based software engineering.

In order to achieve more refined protocols, we proposed a new approach for conducting
systematic reviews. Differently from the original process defined by Kitchenham [34], where
the review’s execution only began after the whole protocol was defined, this new approach is an
iterative model where when each part of the protocol is defined, it gets executed and validated.
Using an iterative model you can anticipate problems that would only be found much later on
the review’s process.

Systematic reviews are more efficient than ordinary reviews because they follow a proto-
col. But defining a protocol, executing it and analyzing its results is a task that requires a great
amount of effort. Searching for all studies that match the keywords defined on the search strat-
egy is tiring because information is wide spread all over the world wide web and some databases
do not support more sophisticated strings. Extracting information from selected papers is really
hard when there is no tool support, and, once the information is extracted, synthesize them and
get to the results is also a difficult task.

A solution to diminish the fatiguing work of systematic reviews could be an integrated
development environment for conducting systematic reviews. The environment could provide
tools to help with the search strategy, data extraction and data synthesis. The search strategy
tool could use some a web search algorithm to crawl the web in the search of papers that
matched with the defined keywords. In our work we used Publish or Perish tool as a checklist
of what we had gathered from the web.

To help with the data extraction, the environment could provide a tool to extract parts of the
papers that included some key terms or expressions defined by the user. While the information
was being extracted, the user would be able to store them into a database using a data warehouse
schema [46], defined previously by the user, so that, after extracting all the data, it would be
easier for him to get different views from the data and get to the conclusions. We leave this IDE
for conducting systematic reviews as a suggestion for future works. To conclude, systematic
reviews are the key concept of evidence based software engineering, but its process has a lot
yet to improve.
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